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Abstract
Contrastive rhetorical analysis as a way of understanding different ways through
which writers from various cultural backgrounds shape their discourse was
officially initiated by the works of Kaplan (1966). This study tries to use the
methodology to investigate the news reports in two American and Iranian widely
published newspapers. Using the analytical methodologies of contrastive rhetoric
and genre analysis, 10 news reports written by Iranian and American journalist
were selected and analyzed. Results revealed that though the genre written by both
groups of writers followed the same generic or rhetorical organizational structure,
the strategies writers from the two different socio-cultural environments took to
realize the moves in the genres were different.
Keywords: Contrastive rhetorical analysis, Iranian and American journalists,
Newspaper discourse, Genre analysis
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1. Introduction
News is probably one of the vital needs of
societies; from domestic to national, national
to international, health and industry to sports
and entertainment, news has played a crucial
role in peoples’ and governments’ decision
making. As such, the source and reliability of
the news is of equal or even more
significance than the news itself and that
makes reporting the news a challenging and
critical profession. Accordingly, investigating
how news is reported is essential and further
it would be illuminating to see how
different news reporting organizations and
cultures report their news for their readers.
* Corresponding Author

Contrastive rhetoric analysis was coined
by the American applied linguists Robert
Kaplan (1966) who was interested in
understanding the various ways and
strategies through which second language
learners of English composed their
expository essays. Though the idea could
have been dated back to the Sapir-Whorf
“linguistic determinism” theory the weaker
version of which still has publicity among
linguists (Hunt and Agnoli, 1991), it was
Kaplan who first used the term by
demonstrating that language would affect
the thought. In this methodology, the
researcher is interested in the way text is
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properties of the texts of news and none has
considered the contrastive rhetorical
properties of one written by the English
writers versus those of the non-native
writers.
On the other hand, one can mention a
handful number of works on contrastive
rhetoric analysis of the editorials. Probably,
one of the first would be Dantas- Whitney
and Grabe (1989) which investigated the
textual characteristics of the newspaper
editorials (such as nominalizations, third
person singular etc) written by English and
Portuguese writers and the way they
presented information. The results revealed
that the English writers were more formal
than the Portuguese ones when writing the
editorials. Another classic study was that of
Tirkkonen- Condit and Liefander-Kiostinen
(1989) which investigated editorials in
Finnish, English and German newspapers to
figure out the strength and the location of
the major claim in the editorial. Findings
revealed that the Finnish writers did not
necessarily argue a point of view but rather
provided information, and that the German
ones usually situated the main argument at
the beginning.
Bolivar (1994) proposed a minimum unit
of analysis named “triad” which was
realized in three modes of Lead, Follow and
Valuate. Lead would introduce the topic,
Follow would elaborate and discuss and
Valuate would comment and conclude the
argument or the viewpoint of the writer.
While she found this based on the 23
editorials she has collected from The
Guardian she concluded this feature may
not necessarily be universal in all examples
of editorials written in other languages.
However, this model was applied by two
Iranian researchers (Riazi and Assar, on the
editorials written in Persian in Iranian
newspapers and their analysis showed that
the same units of interaction namely Lead,
Follow and Valuate existed in those
editorials. Further to this, Ansary (2004)
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rhetorically structured by writers from
various cultural and social backgrounds.
Being still applied by contemporary ESL
scholars and researchers (Kubota and
Lehner, 2004; Connor, 1996; Connor,
2008), his idea and methodology are still
popular in linguistics, applied linguistics
and pedagogy, known as New Rhetoric
school of genre analysis (Hyon, 1996).
In the same line, John Swales (1981)
proposed the genre analysis methodology to
the field of English for Specific Purposes in
which the researcher analyses the genre in
terms of the rhetorical move structure in it.
Central to Swales’ tradition of genre
analysis (known as ESP school of Genre
Analysis (Hyon, 1996)) are the concepts of
discourse community, the group of people
among whom the genre is frequently used
and mutually understood, and communicative
purpose, the reason for which the genre is
constructed and the purpose it serves. The
difference between Swales’ and New
Rhetoric concepts of genre analysis lies in
the fact that the new rhetoricians are more
interested in the socio-cultural properties of
the genres and the resulted differences
manifested in genres written by different
writers from divergent socio-cultural
backgrounds while the ESP genre analysts
are interested in the rhetorical structure of
the genres and they do not limit their
analysis to any linguistic or paralinguistic
theories. This study, however, will consider
news reports and the ways they are reported
in New York Times and Tehran Times to
check the generic characteristics of the
genre across the two newspapers.
One of the pioneer studies of the
journalistic genres is Van Dijk (1988)
which introduced and investigated various
media genres including the textual
properties of the news reports. Other works
on media genres would include those of
Bell (1991), Fairclough (1995), White
(1998), and Scollon (1998). However, these
works have mainly looked at the textual
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looked at editorials written by native and
non-native writers of English in three
different cultural contexts (The USA, Iran,
and Pakistan). Though the writers had used
various strategies to create the editorials
and the consisting sections of those, the
rhetorical organization of all followed the
same pattern. This would confirm Bhatia
(2004) where he mentions genre refers to
language use in a conventionalized
communicative setting in order to
giveexpression to a specific set of
communicative goals of a disciplinary or
social institution, which give rise to stable
structural forms by imposing constraints on
the use of lexico-grammatical as well as
discoursal resources; and that genre has
specific characteristics to itself which is
independent from the characteristics of the
individual writer, in other words, no matter
who constructs the genre, it still follows
some generic features which is observed
universally; the realizations of the
constituents of the text might be different
and the strategies for writing each could be
different from one writer to another, but the
communicative purpose of each part of the
text and the overall communicative purpose
are the same.
In a more recent study Katajamaki and
Koskela (2006) used Van Dijk’s model of
rhetorical structure to analyze editorials in
three business newspapers in English,
Swedish and Finnish. According to their
findings and based on Van Dijk’s model
they identified three rhetorical moves in the
genre of editorials across the three
languages: The Introduction section, the
intermediate section and the coda. While
they mentioned that the stages involved in
each of the mentioned sections could be
different and drafted in different ways, the
overall generic structure of the genre is the
same in all three languages and they all
contain the mentioned sections. Finally,
Bonyadi (2010) conducted a contrastive
study of the editorials in New York Times

and Tehran Times to provide the schematic
structures of the editorials in the two
papers. He identified three rhetorical moves
in the editorials namely: The Introduction,
The Body and The Ending. Like others,
Bonyadi came to the conclusion that the
editorials from both newspapers contained
similar sections; however, writers in each
language used their own strategies to
acquire the communicative purpose of the
genre. For example in the Introduction part,
the NYT editorials were more evaluative
than those in TT while TT editorials
Introductions were more factual. Also, use
of personal pronouns in NYT outnumbered
that of TT. And in the Ending, TT editorials
ended by an informative comment but the
NYT editorials did not suffice to that and
besides providing information, went further
to make a prediction or state a necessity. As
it can be seen, the literature in the analysis
of editorials is rich as far as studies in this
domain are concerned. This could partly be
due to the fact that editorials not only
contain facts and information about current
affairs and issues but also personal opinions
and viewpoints of the editors whose job is
both to inform and comment. There seems
to be room for further research in this field
in general but lack of research in analyzing
news reports could be particularly felt
because there does not seem to be much
research on the rhetorical structure of the
news report in English news stories let
alone a contrastive study of news reports in
English and Persian.

2. Methodology
Ten news reports from New York Times
and 10 from Tehran Times were taken from
the websites of the two newspapers on 17th
September, 2012. All news reports were
taken from the international news sections
of the two websites. Judging from the
names of TT news writers, the researcher
made sure they were all written by Iranian
journalist so that the genres taken from TT
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would all be hom
mogeneous and writtenn by
Iranianns. The naames on th
he NYT nnews
reportss were also checked and they all
soundeed English and Westerrn, so it coould
be claiimed that the genres in
i both grooups
were w
written by American
A
an
nd Iranian nnews
reportss writers. Using
U
contrrastive rhettoric
and ggenre analyysis metho
odologies, the
researccher then analyzed the genress in
terms oof the orgaanization off the rhetorrical
structuureof the teexts and the ways eveents
and peoople were reported.
Bhaatia (1993 and 2004)) has outliined
seven stages invvolved in practical
p
geenre
analysiis namely, placing thee given gennretext inn a situatiional conteext, surveyying
existingg literaturre, refinin
ng situatioonal/
contexttual analyysis, seleccting corppus,
textuall, inter-texttual and inter-discurs
i
sive
perspecctive, ethnnographic analysis, and
studyinng institutional conteext. Once, the
commuunicative purpose
p
of the genree is
identifi
fied the text is analyzed into the
“moves” existing in the gen
nre; the mooves
are inffact the rhetorical buillding blockss of
the texxts which carry sub-ccommunicaative
purposes. These moves,
m
put together, caarry
the overall comm
municative purpose
p
off the
whole genre. Thee criterion for identifyying
onal althoough
moves is mosttly functio
structuural considderations and
a
discouursal
elemennts and markkers could facilitate m
move
identifi
fication, so a move cou
uld be as shhort
as a phhrase or clauuse or as lon
ng as a num
mber
of paraagraphs (Bhhatia, 2004)..

3. Findings
F
Fin
ndings of the
t
analysees confirm
med the
preevious findings of coontrastive rhetoric
r
and
d genre anallysis studiees in that no
o matter
who had writteen the genrees, they had
d certain
com
mmon geneeric charactteristics; th
his was
statted and deemonstratedd in the previous
p
works in gen
nre analysi s and con
ntrastive
rheetoric. Both
h genres shared thee same
org
ganizationally
strructure.
rhetoorical
However, it was
w differennt from thatt of the
editorials.
In
I the edito
orials, the w
writer would
d follow
a liinear structu
ure to get ffrom point A to B.
Thaat means for
f the edititor to get his/her
poiint through; s/he wouuld start from
fr
an
Intrroduction an
nd then mov
ove to the bo
ody and
then conclude h/s/her pooint in the Ending.
E
Thee writer haas an overaall commun
nicative
purrpose for writing
w
the editorial which
w
is
realized by th
he three meentioned rh
hetorical
mo
oves which
h were m
mentioned above;
how
wever each move couuld be draft
fted and
realized differeently due too the socio-cultural
diffferences off the editorss from the two or
mo
ore newspapers. Eachh rhetoricall move
wou
uld have its
i own miini-commun
nicative
purrpose the su
um of whichh would build up to
the overall com
mmunicativve purpose:
In
I news reports, hoowever, a rather
diffferent rheto
orical structuure was ideentified.
In the twenty
y news repports which were
anaalyzed, the researcherr did not find a
lineear rhetoriccal move sttructure wh
here the
wriiter would
d linearly pass from
m one
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Figgure 1: A sch
chematic reprresentation oof the genre of
o the Editoriials (the lineear model)
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rhetorical move to another to build up the
overall genre structure. The news reports
were, in fact, based on a nucleus which was
the major news event stated at the onset of
the news report. This nucleus was later built
on, developed and elaborated by minornews
details and/or any relevant
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Attack on U.S. consulate in Benghazi
was spontaneous’ – Tehran Times
U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations
Susan Rice said the attack on the American
consulatein Benghazi was not premeditated,
directly contradicting top Libyan officials
who say the attackwas planned in advance.
“Our current best assessment, based on the
informationthat we have at present, is that,
in fact, what this began as, it was a
spontaneous-- not apremeditated -- response
to what had transpired in Cairo” “In Cairo,
as you know, afew hours earlier, there was a
violent protest that was undertaken in
reaction to this veryoffen- 26 sive video that
was disseminated”. Rice said, referring to
protests in Egypt on September over an
anti-Islam film. Protesters in Cairo breached
the walls of the U.S. American Embassy,
tearing apart an American flag.
“We believe that folks in Benghazi, a
small number of people came to the
embassy to-or to the consulate, rather, to
replicate the sort of challenge that was
posed in Cairo”; Ricesaid. “And then as that
unfolded, it seems to have been hijacked, let
us say, by someindividual clusters of
extremists who came with heavier
weapons… And it then evolved fromthere.”
Ambassador Christopher Stevens, along
with three other Americans, were killed in
Libyafollowing the assault on the American
consulate in Benghazi, on the 11th
anniversary of theSept. 11 attacks. Rice said
the FBI is examining the attack, saying their
investigation “willtell us with certainty
what transpired.” Rice›s account directly
contradicts that of Libyan President
Mohamed Magariaf, who said thisweekend
that the attack was premeditated by
individuals from outside Libya.
“It was planned, defnitely, it was planned
by foreigners, by people who entered
thecountry a few months ago, and they were

planning this criminal act since their
arrival”CBS News.
Rice said there were no Marines present to
protect the consulate in Libya, saying the
U.S.presence is Libya is “relatively new”
since the revolution that overthrew
formerdictator Muammar Gaddaf.
“There are not Marines in every facility.
That depends on the circumstances.
Thatdepends on the requirements” Rice
said. “Our presence in Tripoli, as in
Benghazi, is relatively new, as you will
recall. We›ve been back post-revolution
only for a matter ofmonths”
But Rice said there was a “substantial
security presence” at the consulate in
Benghazi, noting that two of the four
Americans killed there were providing
security.
“We certainly are aware that Libya is a
place where there have been increasingly
someviolent incidents” Rice said. “The
security personnel that the State
Department thought were required were in
place… It obviously didn›t prove sufficient
to the - the nature ofthe attack and sufficient
in that - in that moment” “But the president
has been very clear. The protection of
American personnel andfacilities is and will
remain our top priority” Rice added.
“That›s why we›ve reinforcedour presence
in Tripoli and elsewhere”

background information about the news
and the context in which the even happened
or was reported. The background
information and the minor news details
could in occasional places include
comments, evaluations or toward the end of
the news report make a concluding remark.
Two examples from the selected genres
taken from NYT and TT are given in the
following in order to make things clearer.
As it can be seen, it not possible to
identify rhetorical moves that start and end
one after each other to complete the story.
Rather, there is the main news topic which
is stated in the very beginning and
developed throughout the genre towards the
end. Interestingly, the same pattern occurs
in the news report from the New York
Times paper:
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Leaderr of Madriid Regiona
al Governm
ment
Resign
ns- The New
w York Tim
mes
MAD
DRID — Espperanza Agu
uirre, the heead
of Maadrid’s regional governm
ment and one of
Spainn’s most innfuential an
nd outspokken
politiccians, annouunced her resignation
r
oon
Mondday for persoonal reasons after receivinng
a diaggnosis of breeast cancer laast year.
Shhe said her suurprise anno
ouncement w
was
only partly mootivated by
y her heallth
probleems, and thhat the decission was fnaal.
“Therre is no waay back from
m this, this is
crossiing the Rubicon,” she said
s
at a preess
confeerence, as shee choked bacck tears.
Ms. Aguirre, who is 60
0, was at tthe
forefrront of Spanissh politics forr three decadees,
includding as a foormer head of
o the Spaniish
Senatee and as natioonal educatio
on minister.
Sinnce 2003, shhe ran the Madrid
M
regioon,
makinng her arguuably the most
m
powerfful
regionnal leader within
w
the Po
opular Party of
Primee Minister Mariano
M
Rajoy
y as well ass a
possibble candidatee to succeed him
h as the fir
irst
femalle politician at
a the helm of
o the countrry.
She w
will be succeeeded as Maadrid’s regionnal
leaderr by her depuuty, Ignacio Gonzàlez.
G
Shhe recently opposed plans
p
by M
Mr.
Rajoyy’s governmeent to grant eaarly release too a
membber of ETA, the
t violent Baasque separattist
groupp, who was jailed for murd
der but foundd to
be term
rminally ill with
w cancer. Ms.
M Aguirre allso
ruffedd feathers beccause of herr demands thhat
Shelddon Adelsonn, the Am
merican casinno
tycoonn, be graanted fiscall and othher
conceessions in retturn for his company, L
Las
Vegass Sands, buiilding a gian
nt gaming an
and
leisuree resort on thhe outskirts off Madrid.
In a statement, Mr. Rajoy paid
p
tribute to
Ms. A
Aguirre’s “hhuge politiccal trajectory
ry”
and ggovernment accomplishm
a
ments.
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Figure 2. A schem
matic repressentation off the
genre of the News Reports
R
(the cyclical
c
moddel)

It could hen
nce be cooncluded th
hat the
disccourse is ro
ooted from a major po
oint and
is then
t
brough
ht up by m
minors and relevant
r
bacckground in
nformation; hence in th
his case
the genre is not
n seen ass linear butt rather
pite the coommon rh
hetorical
cycclical. Desp
org
ganization of
o the genrre across the
t two
pap
pers, there are
a two noticceable diffeerences.
Thee frst diffe
ference hass to do with
w
the
num
mber of direct speeech repo
orts or
quo
otations in the
t reports of the two papers.
Wh
hile NYT reeports had aan average number
of 3 direct reported sspeech quo
otations
across the onees includedd in the stu
udy, TT
had
d a considerably higheer average number
of 8-9 direct reported speech quo
otations
across the sam
mples incluuded in thee study.
Altthough the reports in T
TT were leengthier
and
d the word counts outnnumbered those
t
of
the NYT rep
ports, theree could bee other
exp
planations fo
or the differrence in num
mber of
rep
ported speeech quotatiions. The use of
abu
undant repo
orted speechh could be due to
the fact that the writers in TT migh
ht have
wan
nted to be more objecctive, reliab
ble and
sou
und confiident in
their reports.
Con
nsequently, they haave borrow
wed a
sub
bstantial parrt of the repports straight from
the mouth of the people concerned. As far
as the indirrect report
rted speech was
con
ncerned, th
here was nnot a significant
diffference an
nd both ggroups of genres
con
ntained a similar averaage numberr of 2-3
ind
direct reportted speech. The reason
n could
be you
y either quote
q
sometthing directtly to be
mo
ore confiden
nt and reliaable or wou
uld just
say
y it yourseelf. So, thee writers in
i both
pap
pers have not connsidered indirect
rep
ported speecch as a pow
owerful straategy in
rep
porting the news.
n
The
T second
d difference between th
he news
rep
ports of the two paperss was that in
n NYT,
how
wever not very frequuently, onee could
tracce phrases for makingg speculatio
ons and
com
mments [maay have beeen…/ for personal
p
reasons…] wh
hile in TT th
there was not
n even
onee case off making speculatio
ons or
com
mments. On
nce again, thhis could bee due to
the fact that th
he reporterss in TT wan
nt to be
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as objective as possible and avoid anything
that would create a personal tone. As a
result, they might use frequent use of
reported speech, and probably those parts
they would like to highlight more, to make
their points as impersonal as possible.

4. Conclusion
Having looked at the genre of the news
reports, some findings of the previous
research would be confirmed. As shown
above, a genre is a construct whose
structure
is
determined
by
the
communicative purpose for which it is
constructed and the implicit or explicit
conventions of the research community
where it is frequently constructed,
understood and negotiated. In the case of
the news reports also the same phenomenon
occurs. In two rather different socio-cultural
settings, a genre still follows the same
organizational structure pattern. The
difference, however, manifests where the
individual writers, governed by their
environmental
situations
and
other
circumstances, try to realize those rhetorical
moves of the text to suit their purpose and
convey their message in the most infuential
manner. This would consciously or
unconsciously affect the reader and their
confidence in the paper, the overall image
of the newspaper and the professionalism of
the journalist writing for the paper.
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